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Abstract: As an essential part of the hydrological cycle, precipitation is usually associated with
floods and droughts and is increasingly being paid attention to in the context of global warming.
Analyzing the change trends and correlation of temperature and extreme precipitation indicators can
effectively identify natural disasters. This study aimed to detect the correlation and change trends
of temperature and extreme precipitation indicators in Inner Mongolia from 1960 to 2019. Panel
vector autoregression (PVAR) models based on Stata software were used to detect the correlation
between temperature and extreme precipitation indicators at 35 climatological stations throughout
Inner Mongolia. The temperature and extreme precipitation indicator trends were analyzed using
the Mann–Kendall test and Sen’s slope method. The spatial distribution characteristics of the annual
precipitation and rainfall intensity were more significant in the southeast and more minor in the
northwest, while an increase in the annual wet days was noticeable to the northeast. The Granger
cause tests of the temperature and the extreme precipitation indicators showed a correlation between
each indicator and temperature at the significance level of 1%. The temperature positively correlated
with only the rainfall intensity while negatively correlating with the remaining indicators. There is
no doubt that trend analysis showed significant increasing trends in rainfall intensity at all stations,
which means increased risk in extreme precipitation events. By contrast, the annual precipitation
and annual wet days showed significant decreasing trends, which means that the precipitation is
concentrated, and it is easier to form extreme precipitation events. The study can provide a basis for
decision-making in water resources and drought/flood risk management in Inner Mongolia, China.

Keywords: extreme precipitation events; climate change; PVAR models; Mann–Kendall test

1. Introduction

Extreme precipitation is one of the most severe natural disasters, leading to enormous
economic losses worldwide [1]. In recent decades, extreme precipitation events have been
extensively researched worldwide, such as in China, India, North America, South America,
Africa, Europe, and Australia [2]. The magnitude and frequency of extreme precipitation
events are expected to increase in the near future, especially at sub-daily timescales, which
may lead to more natural disasters such as riverine floods, flash floods, and landslides [3,4].
Compared to a single extreme precipitation event, compound extremes related to floods
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and droughts may aggravate the influence on the environment and society [5]. Therefore, it
is necessary to thoroughly understand the magnitude, duration, and frequency of extreme
precipitation events for the effective design, planning, and management of these systems [6].

In order to address the challenges of extreme precipitation events, it is necessary to
implement ecologically sound and sustainable measures based on scientific information [7].
In detail, the nature and extent of the extreme precipitation-related indicators need to
be further studied [8]. This research is considered essential for developing management
policies and assessing the natural and social impacts of extreme precipitation events. In
addition, knowledge about extreme precipitation events is vital for everyday life, as it plays
an essential role in the management and the response of emergencies [9]. Recently, the
extreme precipitation events analysis at a particular area has paid considerable attention
mainly due to its influences for risk management and hazard assessment, especially related
to drought/flood disasters [10].

The simulation and projection of temperature and extreme precipitation events have
been extensively studied worldwide [11]. Changes in temperature and extreme precipita-
tion events have also been researched in China [12], in the Caribbean [13], in the Southern
Pacific [14], and in Africa [15]. Some scholars have researched extreme events of combi-
nations of precipitation and temperature over the past several years and found that the
number of extreme events increased rapidly on a global scale [16]. Extreme precipitation
events also affect precipitation patterns and water balance and accelerate desertification.
Therefore, it can profoundly impact ecosystems and human society [17]. The study shows
that analysis based on univariate events that are related to each other may underestimate
the risks of compound extremes [18]. These studies show that, with global climate change
and human activities, the risk of extreme precipitation events increases significantly in
future periods.

China is a country with vast land territory, which occupies a significant portion of the
world. The publication of many scholars shows that China’s climate is highly affected by
the East Asian summer monsoon [19]. Since conditions geographical and meteorological
are considerably complex and diverse in China, the changes of the extreme precipitation
events have been studied by researchers in recent years [20], identifying changes in regional
extreme precipitation events in order to support disaster prevention and policy develop-
ment in specific regions. Some researchers provide a valuable tool for calling attention to
the local government and contributing to global research by comparing China’s results
with those of other parts of the world [21]. In the past decades, the tendency to increase
extreme precipitation has been significant in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze
River, Western and Southwestern China, and some coastal areas of Southern China. In
contrast, the decreasing trend of extreme precipitation appears in the northern regions [22].
The extent to which the changes in the temperature and precipitation-related indices affects
the total amount of extreme precipitation events over China in the present climate has not
yet been assessed. Moreover, how will this influence change in the near future over China?
The present study addresses these questions by analyzing the observational and model
simulation data [23].

Some scholars have pointed out significant changes in indicators that have character-
ized the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation events in the past 10 years [24].
The research on extreme precipitation events in China mainly aims at the whole coun-
try or large areas in the north. However, there is little research on extreme precipitation
events in Inner Mongolia. The terrain of Inner Mongolia is complex, spanning Northwest
China, North China, and Northeast China from east to west. The uncertainty and vari-
ability introduced by the complex terrain can be associated with the significant error in
precipitation estimates [25–27]. The annual precipitation in this area is small and uneven,
mainly concentrated in the summer, resulting in frequent droughts and floods, seriously
affecting the production of agriculture and animal husbandry and people’s lives [28]. Due
to global warming, the temperature of the whole region has increased significantly in
the past 60 years [29]. Some researchers have found no significant increase or decrease
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in the average summer precipitation and annual precipitation extreme events in Inner
Mongolia. However, after entering the 21st century, the extreme precipitation events from
July to August decreased significantly [30,31]. However, previous studies have focused on
extreme precipitation changes, and there are few studies on the response to climate change,
especially the relationship between extreme precipitation and temperature. Therefore, this
work further studies the temporal and spatial variations of extreme precipitation in Inner
Mongolia to understand better the impact of global climate change there.

This study aimed to detect the correlation and change trends of temperature and
extreme precipitation indicators in Inner Mongolia from 1960 to 2019. The research must
help understand the nature of climatic phenomena and assess the changes and impacts of
extreme precipitation events on the future climate. The remainder of this paper proceeds as
follows: Firstly, Section 2 provides a comprehensive description of the main characteristics
of the study area. Secondly, the materials and methods, the results of the investigation, and
a discussion are provided. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions obtained from
this research.

2. Study Area

Inner Mongolia is located within Eurasia, with a temperate continental climate,
across Northeast, North, and Northwest China between 97◦12′~126◦04′ east longitude
and 37◦24′~53◦23′ north latitude (Figure 1). It covers an area of about 1.183 million squares
kilometers, accounting for 12.3% of China’s land area, and is the third-largest province
in China. The topography slopes from northeast to southwest, showing a narrow shape,
and most of the whole region belongs to a high prototype geomorphological area. Inner
Mongolia is the province with the largest number of neighboring provinces in China, with
eight provinces bordering it (Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning, Hebei, Shanxi, Shaanxi, Ningxia,
and Gansu Province).
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Figure 1. Study area and observed meterological stations. Figure 1. Study area and observed meterological stations.

The average elevation of Inner Mongolia is about 1000 m. The highest elevation of
Inner Mongolia is 3556 m at the Ho-lan Mountains. Inner Mongolia has a vast territory,
high latitude, large plateau area, far away from the sea, and mountains along the border,
and the climate is dominated by a temperate continental monsoon climate. Figure 2 shows
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the Köppen–Geiger climatic zones of Inner Mongolia. It has the characteristics of less and
uneven precipitation, strong wind, and drastic temperature changes.
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Figure 2. The Köppen–Geiger climatic zones of the study area.

The annual average precipitation in Inner Mongolia is between 219 and approximately
452 mm (Figure 3a). The precipitation from May to September, June to September, July
to August, and monthly maximum precipitation generally account for about 70%, 60%,
30–80%, and 20–60% of the annual precipitation, respectively. The distribution of precipita-
tion during the year is hugely uneven (Figure 3b). Inner Mongolia has abundant sunshine
and light energy resources, and the annual sunshine hours in most areas are more than
2700 h. The average number of gale days in the year is about 10–40 days, and 70% occur in
the spring.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Materials

In this research, the daily total precipitation and temperature data during 1960–2019 of
44 stations in Inner Mongolia were extracted from the Daily Terrestrial Climatological Dataset in
China (V3.0) released by the National Meteorological Information Center (http://data.cma.cn/,
accessed on 16 September 2021). In order to ensure the quality of the data, it was checked
and controlled before releasing. Based on the available meteorological records, stations
with the records starting from 1960 and the percentage of missing values being less than
5% were selected. Finally, data from 44 stations were selected as survey samples, of which
35 stations collected data from 1960 to 2019 and 9 stations collected data from 1960 to 2017.

3.2. Method
3.2.1. Extreme Climate Indices

In order to effectively reflect the change in climate, the Expert Team on Climate
Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI) recommended 27 indices based on precipitation
and temperature data [32]. Based on the analysis of previous research [33–35], this study
selected the annual average temperature and 3 extreme climate indices (PRCPTOT, SDII,
and Wet Days) for analysis (Table 1). The program is developed based on the Fortran
language to calculate these extreme precipitation indicators.

Table 1. Extreme climate indices.

Indices Definitions Units

Temperature Annual average temperature ◦C
PRCPTOT Annual total precipitation in wet days mm
Wet Days Annual count of days when rainfall ≥ 1 mm day

SDII Annual total precipitation divided by the
number of wet days in the year mm/day

3.2.2. PVAR Models

Time series vector autoregression (VAR) models first appeared in econometrics as
a substitute [36,37]. With the introduction of VAR models in panel data settings, panel
vector autoregression (PVAR) models have been more and more used in the applied study
across fields [38]. The PVAR model regards the study variables as endogenous variables, a
function of the lag values of all endogenous variables, to obtain more data characteristics.
It is represented by the following equations:

Yit = αi0 + ∑p
j=1 αijYi,t−j + γi + θt + εit (1)

where Yit represents the endogenous variable of the i station in the t year; j represents a lag
value; and γi, θt, and εit are unit effects, time effects, and idiosyncratic errors, respectively.

The settings of the PVAR models with which the cross-sectional units share the same
underlying data-generating process contrasts with the VAR models. In the PVAR models,
the parameters are estimated as distributions. In the VAR models, the parameters are
specific to the unit being studied.

The unit root test has become routine to process panel data. The method of unit root
testing mainly includes the LLC unit root test [39], IPS unit root test [40], Breitung unit
root test [41], and Fisher unit root test [42]. The LLC unit root test is used to test the null
hypothesis of a common unit root in the panel against the alternative of stationarity when
cross-sectional units are independent on each other [43]. The IPS unit root test combines
the evidence on the unit root hypothesis from the n unit root tests performed on the n
cross-section units [44]. The Breitung unit root test compared the robust Dickey–Fuller
t-statistics under contemporaneously correlated errors with the GLS t-statistics based on
the transformed model [41]. The Fisher unit root test is the inverse chi-square test and is
most widely used in meta-analyses [42].

http://data.cma.cn/
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In addition, the PVAR models require selecting the optimal lag order. For this purpose,
we relied on the moment and model selection criteria (MMSC) for the generalized method
of moments (GMM) models [45]: the Bayesian information criterion (MBIC), the Akaike
information criterion (MAIC), and the Hannan–Quinn information criterion (MQIC) [46].

3.2.3. Spatial Interpolation

The Kriging algorithm is a robust statistical interpolation method for diverse applica-
tions such as geochemistry, health sciences, and pollution modeling [47]. Therefore, this
study used the kriging algorithm for spatial interpolation.

There are several types of the Kriging algorithm. The most common method is
Ordinary Kriging, which assumes that the data have no constant mean over an area mean
(no trend). In comparison, Universal Kriging does assume that the data have an overriding
trend and that it can be modeled [47].

Although only Kriging interpolation was used in this study, previous studies have
found no significant differences between the simplest Kriging method and the most complex
geostatistics, with satisfactory general results [48,49].

3.2.4. Mann–Kendall (MK) Test and Sen’s Trend Estimator

The MK test is a nonparametric test mainly used to analyze long-term trends of
temperature, precipitation, and runoff [50,51]. Compared with parametric statistics, its
advantage is less sensitive to outliers and does not need normality or linearity assumptions.
Under the assumption that the time series xn has no trend, the statistical S test is given
as follows:

S = ∑n−1
i = 1 ∑n

j = i+1 sgn
(
xj − xi

)
(2)

where n is the number of sample points, xi and xj are the data values in the time series i
and j (j > i), and sgn(xj − xi) is given as follows:

sgn
(
xj − xi

)
=


+1, xj − xi > 0

0, xj − xi = 0
−1, xj − xi < 0

(3)

The variance value of S is as follows:

Var(S) =
n(n− 1)(2n + 5)−∑n

i=1 ti(ti − 1)(2ti + 5)
18

(4)

The normal approximation Z test is written as follows:

Z =


S−1√
Var(S)

i f S > 0

0 i f S = 0
S+1√
Var(S)

i f S < 0
(5)

Note that the significance of a trend is evaluated using the standardized test statistic
(Z) value. This study tests for either an upward or downward trend at the α = 0.05 level of
significance (Z1−α/2 = 1.96), and positive and negative Z values indicate increasing and
decreasing trends. H0 is rejected if |Z| > Z1−α/2; otherwise, there is no significant data
trend. Sen’s estimator is a robust linear regression method that detects the magnitude of
these increasing and decreasing trends of sample points [52].

4. Results

It can be shown that the spatial distribution of the mean PRCPTOT in Inner Mongolia
during the period from 1960 to 2019 was obtained using Kriging interpolation based on Ar-
cGIS software (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) (Figure 4). The spatial distribution characteristic
of the mean PRCPTOT of the stations in Inner Mongolia exhibits an increasing trend from
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northwest to southeast, and there is a significant gap between the maximum and minimum.
The minimum of the mean PRCPTOT is observed at Ejinaqi Station as 35 mm, while the
maximum is 509 mm at Xiaoergou Station. The spatial difference of the mean PRCPTOT in
Inner Mongolia is affected by climate, latitude, geography, and geomorphology. There is a
significant difference in the mean PRCPTOT between the southern and northern foothills of
the Yin Mountains. The humid air in the south is blocked by the Yin Mountains, resulting
in less rainfall north of the Yin Mountains.
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The spatial distribution of the mean wet days in Inner Mongolia during the period
from 1960 to 2019 is exhibited in Figure 5. The minimum of the mean wet days is also
observed at Ejinaqi Station as 18 days, while the maximum is 153 days at Aershan Station.
Unlike the spatial distribution characteristic of the mean PRCPTOT, the maximum of the
mean wet days is concentrated in the northeast of Inner Mongolia. The mean wet days in
Southeastern Inner Mongolia is at a low level, but the mean PRCPTOT is at a high level,
which leads to a higher mean SDII more prone to extreme precipitation events.

The spatial distribution of the mean SDII in Inner Mongolia during the period from
1960 to 2019 is exhibited in Figure 6. The minimum of the mean SDII is also observed at
Ejinaqi Station as 1.93 mm/day, while the maximum is 5.99 mm/day at Zhalute Station.
The variation trend of the spatial distribution of the mean SDII is consistent with that of the
spatial distribution of the mean PRCPTOT, and the maximum of SDII in Southeastern Inner
Mongolia proves the previous inference. Similarly, there is a significant difference in the
mean SDII between the southern and northern foothills of the Yin Mountains. Under the
influence of the monsoon, the moist air reaching the southern foothill of the Yin Mountains
is lifted by the terrain during air movement. With the increase of altitude, the water vapor
cools to form precipitation, making the precipitation at the southern foothill of the Yin
Mountains higher than the northern foothill of the Yin Mountains.
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In order to understand the essential characteristics of the study data, descriptive
statistics (Table 2) provide the standard deviation; minimum, maximum, and mean for
temperature; and other extreme precipitation indicators. Overall represents that all the
statistical data of 2100 observations are used for calculation. Between represents that the
results are calculated based on the statistical data of 35 stations regardless of time. Within
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represents that the results are calculated using the statistical data of 60 years regardless
of stations.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the study variables.

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Observations

Temperature overall 3.4853 3.3381 −6.71 10.34 N = 2100
between 3.2463 −4.3323 8.1197 n = 35
within 0.9489 0.8457 5.97 T = 60

PRCPTOT overall 325.3502 127.5773 39.7 1111.5 N = 2100
between 93.5182 137.0217 509.175 n = 35
within 88.1824 34.7202 932.9202 T = 60

Wet Days overall 77.5557 25.1283 21 205 N = 2100
between 22.9522 36.0333 153.75 n = 35
within 10.9286 36.8057 128.8057 T = 60

SDII overall 4.2781 1.4414 1.28 11.54 N = 2100
between 1.0011 2.8538 5.9875 n = 35
within 1.0506 0.9766 11.0829 T = 60

The concepts of “spurious regression” and “spurious correlation” could appear be-
tween independent unit root variables. Therefore, for panel data, we should first carry
out a unit root test for each variable in the panel—that is, the stationarity test of variables.
The method of the unit root test mainly included the LLC unit root test, IPS unit root
test, Breitung unit root test, and Fisher unit root test. In order to ensure the reliability
of the conclusions, this study comprehensively used the above four methods to test the
stationarity of the temperature and other extreme precipitation indicators and then judged
the stationarity of the variables (Table 3). The research showed that all variables were
stationary sequences at the significance level of 5%, and all sequences contained drift terms
and trend terms.

Table 3. Unit root test.

Variables LLC IPS Breitung Fisher-ADF

Temperature −30.9737 *** −28.0859 *** −1.4916 ** 168.3305 ***
PRCPTOT −44.4018 *** −41.2530 *** −4.5287 *** 355.0586 ***
Wet Days −37.9387 *** −36.7455 *** −3.9278 *** 249.3556 ***

SDII −43.9659 *** −40.5206 *** −3.9635 *** 306.1874 ***
Note: ** and *** represent the significance levels of 5% and 1%, respectively.

The optimal lag order is selected by the MBIC, MAIC, and MQIC. In the study, the
optimal lag order of the model is selected to be 5 using Stata software. According to the test
of the eigenvalue stability condition of the model, it was found that all eigenvalues of the
PVAR models were inside the unit circle, indicating that the PVAR models had a high degree
of stability. The paper researched the Granger cause equation between temperature and
other extreme precipitation indicators. The results showed that all H0 were rejected besides
the fact that SDII is not a Granger cause Equation variable (Table 4). Therefore, the research
shows Granger reasons between temperature and other extreme precipitation indicators.
That is, the temperature will exert influence on the extreme precipitation indicators.

According to the correlation matrix of all the study variables (Table 5), the temperature
had a positive correlation with only SDII and a negative correlation with the remaining
variables. It was also found from the correlation matrix that all study variables were
correlated at the significance level of 1%. It represented a highly negative correlation of the
correlation coefficient of the temperature and wet days over 0.7.
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Table 4. Panel VAR Granger causality Wald test.

Null Hypothesis (H0) F-Statistics p-Value Conclusion

Temperature is not a Granger cause equation variable 20.375 0.001 Rejection
PRCPTOT is not a Granger cause equation variable 17.540 0.004 Rejection

Temperature is not a Granger cause equation variable 41.208 0.000 Rejection
Wet Days are not Granger cause equation variables 20.713 0.001 Rejection

Temperature is not a Granger cause equation variable 45.216 0.000 Rejection
SDII is not a Granger cause equation variable 7.737 0.171 Acceptance

Table 5. Correlation matrix.

Variables Temperature PRCPTOT Wet Days SDII

Temperature 1
PRCPTOT −0.183 *** 1
Wet Days −0.720 *** 0.552 *** 1

SDII 0.401 *** 0.689 *** −0.178 *** 1
Note: *** represent the significance levels of 1%.

The study shows the MK trend test distributions of all variables from 1960 to 2019
(Table 6). The temperatures at all stations showed significant increasing trends, and there
is no doubt that the climate is gradually warming. We were surprised to find that the
PRCPTOT of almost all stations exhibited no significant trend, and only Manzhouli was
detected to have a decreasing trend. According to the above correlation matrix results, it is
inferred that the PRCPTOT in Inner Mongolia may show a downward trend in the future.
The wet days of most stations also exhibited no significant trend, and only the wet days
of one out of five stations were detected to have a decreasing trend. Interestingly, most of
these stations were located in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia. The SDII of seven stations
detected a significant increasing trend, but two stations exhibited a decreasing trend, which
was worthy of further study, and the rest stations showed no significant trends. In a word,
the SDII of some stations were detected to have increasing trends, and it can be indicated
that the extreme precipitation events are increasingly severe.

Table 6. Z Value and slope estimates.

Station
Temperature PRCPTOT Wet Days SDII

Z Sen Z Sen Z Sen Z Sen

Eerguna −2.268 0.039 −0.836 −0.485 −0.166 0 −0.249 −0.001
Tulihe 4.981 0.033 −0.434 −0.222 −5.166 −0.556 2.398 0.011

Manzhouli 3.89 0.028 −2.289 −1.162 0.357 0.036 −2.041 −0.016
Hailaer 4.719 0.039 −0.242 −0.123 −1.486 −0.147 1.792 0.01

Xiaoergou 6.339 0.048 1.512 1.112 −4.369 −0.458 3.852 0.031
Xinbaerhuyouqi 5.134 0.037 −1.237 −0.811 0.549 0.041 −1.677 −0.015
Xinbaerhuzuoqi 5.102 0.038 0.383 0.154 0.823 0.063 0.268 0.002

Zhalantun 5.236 0.035 1.549 1.497 0.855 0.069 0.561 0.006
Aershan 5.096 0.032 0.542 0.407 −4.216 −0.457 2.283 0.011
Suolun 5.185 0.03 0.166 0.148 −0.708 −0.063 0.542 0.004

Dongwuzhumuqinqi 5.899 0.044 0.006 0.003 0 0 0.325 0.002
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Table 6. Cont.

Station
Temperature PRCPTOT Wet Days SDII

Z Sen Z Sen Z Sen Z Sen

Erlianhaote 5.638 0.048 0.434 0.149 −1.365 −0.092 0.721 0.005
Narenbaolige 5.791 0.047 −0.14 −0.097 −0.88 −0.077 0.306 0.001

Mandula 5.708 0.037 1.014 0.392 −0.804 −0.053 1.843 0.011
Abagaqi 5.938 0.049 −0.517 −0.2 −0.191 0 −0.364 −0.002

Wulatezhongqi 6.971 0.048 0.899 0.433 −0.842 −0.052 1.677 0.013
Damaoqi 6.333 0.044 0.874 0.457 −1.677 −0.111 2.341 0.011

Siziwangqi 5.772 0.039 1.371 0.861 0.319 0 1.69 0.009
Huade 6.327 0.041 0.051 0.031 −0.472 −0.045 0.057 0.001
Baotou 6.027 0.038 0.414 0.29 −0.568 −0.036 1.582 0.016
Hohhot 6.244 0.043 0.491 0.594 0.121 0 0.829 0.008
Jining 6.039 0.036 0.134 0.052 −1.544 −0.127 1.25 0.01
Linhe 6.448 0.048 0.204 0.088 0.887 0.056 −0.369 −0.003

Eketuoqi 5.466 0.031 0.427 0.269 0.019 0 0.593 0.007
Dongsheng 7.111 0.051 0.019 0.025 −0.976 −0.078 1.142 0.012

Xiwuzhumuqinqi 5.019 0.033 −0.299 −0.203 0.561 0.061 −1.033 −0.006
Zhalute 6.225 0.039 −0.319 −0.254 −0.95 −0.078 0.083 0.001

Balinzuoqi 6.697 0.047 0.427 0.218 −1.837 −0.105 1.199 0.012
Xilinhaote 5.676 0.041 −0.338 −0.239 0.549 0.054 −0.918 −0.006

Linxi 4.745 0.024 −0.899 −0.607 −0.599 −0.052 −0.816 −0.006
Kailu 5.785 0.035 −0.338 −0.213 0.013 0 −0.159 −0.002

Tongliao 6.269 0.041 −0.274 −0.163 −2.003 −0.152 0.281 0.003
Duolun 6.123 0.04 0.587 0.334 −1.416 −0.143 1.62 0.01

Wengniuteqi 4.618 0.025 −0.364 −0.304 −1.461 −0.11 0.268 0.002
Chifeng 4.095 0.02 0.395 0.238 −1.703 −0.125 1.767 0.014

5. Discussion

The spatial distribution of the extreme precipitation indicators (PRCPTOT, Wet Days,
and SDII) in Inner Mongolia tends to be maximum in the southeast and minimum in the
northwest. The results are consistent with the research in Inner Mongolia publicized by
other scholars [53].

The research used panel data and a time–series data analysis technique to test the
general theory by examining the correlation between the temperature and three extreme
precipitation-related indicators in the past. The previous research suggests that extreme
precipitation events have become increasingly severe with global warming [54,55]. There-
fore, we detect causality for temperature and extreme precipitation indicators PRCPTOT,
Wet Days, and SDII. Our findings suggest that the decreasing trend in PRCPTOT and
wet days is accompanied by increases in the temperature. In contrast, the other type of
relationship exhibited an increasing trend in SDII with increasing temperature. A station
with the first relationship between PRCPTOT and temperature means an increased risk
of drought or/and flood disaster events at the station. In addition, the station of the first
relationship between PRCPTOT and temperature occurred in Northeastern Inner Mongolia.
The climate characteristics of Inner Mongolia are very dry, and the annual precipitation is
relatively small. Therefore, there is a greater risk of drought for the stations that showed the
first type of relationship between PRCPTOT and temperature in the dry season. Due to the
small wet days, the more concentrated the rainfall, the more flood disasters are caused. The
second relationship between SDII and temperature means that flood disasters are becoming
more and more frequent. Therefore, flood prevention should be paid attention to at some
stations, such as Tulihe, Xiaoergou, and Chifeng.

Regarding temperature and extreme precipitation-related indicators from 1960 to 2019,
PRCPTOT and wet days were mainly observed in decreasing trends across Inner Mongolia.
Some scholars showed that the increasing trends of PRCPTOT aggravate the hazard of
flooding, because a large amount of precipitation indicates an incidence of torrential rain.
On the contrary, the decreasing trend of PRCPTOT indicates that more dry periods could
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be detected [56]. However, SDII has shown a significant increasing trend in some stations
in Inner Mongolia, such as Tulihe, Xiaoergou, and Aershan, which indicates that we should
pay attention to the growing number of extreme precipitation events. At the same time, the
present study shows that the decline rate of PRCPTOT in most stations was not as fast as
that of wet days, which proves once again that extreme precipitation events are becoming
more and more frequent. For temperature, all stations observed significant increasing
trends in line with the current global warming situation. Some scholars suggested that
changes in extreme climate events in most parts of the world are amplified at the tails,
such as increases in extremely high temperatures, decreases in extremely low temperatures,
and increases in extreme precipitation events [10]. In summary, the extreme precipitation
events in Inner Mongolia have exhibited increasing trends, but precipitation is detected in
decreasing trends.

The reduction of precipitation will significantly affect the ecosystem, the hydrological
cycle, and the water supply of society. In detail, changes in precipitation will cause changes
in runoff and groundwater to affect the hydrological cycle, which, in turn, affects the water
supply and ecological environment. For agriculture, one of the most critical industries in
China, the reduction of precipitation leads to a lack of soil moisture, greatly influencing
crops. As far as hydropower projects are concerned, the influence of runoff change is very
critical. In addition, the changes in extreme precipitation events are particularly significant
for managing water resources, the formulation of flood control policies, the reduction of soil
erosion, and the acquisition of natural water resources [57,58]. Ultimately, the changes of
extreme precipitation events will significantly influence the ecosystem and human society
of the whole of Inner Mongolia.

6. Conclusions

The research analyzes the correlation and temporal–spatial variation characteristics
of temperature and extreme precipitation indicators at various stations in Inner Mongolia
from 1960 to 2019. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.

(1) The PRCPTOT and SDII researched in this work exhibited spatial distribution char-
acteristics of more significant in the southeast and more minor in the northwest. In
terms of the spatial distribution characteristics of wet days, the larger values are
concentrated in Northeastern Inner Mongolia.

(2) The Granger cause tests of the temperature and extreme precipitation indicators
showed a correlation between each indicator and temperature at the significance level
of 1%. The temperature had a positive correlation with only SDII, while the negative
correlation with the remaining indicators and temperature was highly negatively
correlated with wet days.

(3) Regarding development trends of temperature and extreme precipitation indicators,
there are mainly two types of relationships in Inner Mongolia. The first relation-
ship (with the increase in temperature and the decrease in PRCPTOT and wet days)
means an increase in drought disasters. The other type of relationship (an increase
in SDII, along with an increase in temperature) means an increased risk in flood
disaster events.
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